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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to provide a philosophical interpretation of bilateralism in terms of probabilism. In particular, to interpret the main concepts of bilateralism – acceptance, rejection and incoherence – in terms of the probabilistic notions of degree of belief and coherence. According to bilateralism, the meaning of logical connectives is determined by the acceptance and rejection conditions of the sentences in which they are involved, where acceptance and rejection cannot be reduced to one another. I will focus on a variant of bilateralism that understands logical consequence as the statement that it is incoherent to accept all the premises of a valid argument while rejecting all its conclusions. On the other hand, probabilism states that it is possible to interpret our degrees of belief in terms of probabilities. The aim of this work is then to interpret the concept of incoherence in terms of probability functions and determine when it is coherent to accept or to reject a proposition according to some threshold defined in terms of degrees of belief.

To achieve this goal, we need both an interpretation of the concept of incoherence coined by the bilateralists as well as an interpretation of acceptance and rejection. I will show that a good interpretation of coherence in probabilistic terms can already be found in the literature. Then, I will give an interpretation of acceptance and rejection in terms of degrees of belief. In particular, I will show that it is possible to interpret these concepts in accordance with Locke’s thesis, the thesis that states that there is some threshold \( r \) such that if you believe some sentence in degree equal or higher than \( r \) you should accept it, without falling into epistemic paradoxes.
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Resumen

El objetivo de este trabajo es dar una interpretación filosófica del bilateralismo en términos del probabilismo. Para eso interpretaré los conceptos principales del bilateralismo – aceptación, rechazo e incoherencia – en términos de las nociones probabilísticas de creencia justificada y coherencia. Según la tesis bilateralista, el
significado de las conectivas está determinado por las condiciones de aceptación y rechazo de las oraciones en las que aparecen, donde aceptación y rechazo son actitudes irreductibles la una a la otra. En particular, me voy a centrar en una variante del bilateralismo que entiende la noción de consecuencia lógica como la idea de que es incoherente aceptar todas las premisas de un argumento válido y rechazar todas sus conclusiones. Por otro lado, el probabilismo sostiene que es posible interpretar nuestros grados de creencias en términos de probabilidades. El objetivo de este trabajo es interpretar el concepto de incoherencia en términos de funciones de probabilidades y determinar cuándo es coherente aceptar o rechazar una proposición en función de algún umbral definido para grados de creencias.

Para lograrlo serán necesarios dos pasos: el primero es interpretar el concepto de incoherencia bilateralista y el segundo los conceptos de aceptación y rechazo. Primero voy a mostrar que la literatura ya ha dado una buena lectura de la noción de incoherencia y luego voy a dar una interpretación de aceptación y rechazo en términos de grados de creencia. En particular, voy a mostrar que es posible interpretarlos de acuerdo con la tesis de Locke, la tesis que sostiene que existe un umbral $r$ tal que si una cree una proposición en grado mayor o igual a $r$ entonces debe aceptarla, sin caer en paradojas epistémicas.

**Palabras clave:** Bilateralismo; Probabilismo; P-estabilidad; Paradoja de la lotería.

**1. Introduction**

In this article, my aim is to offer a philosophical reading of bilateralism by means of probabilism. Since Rumfitt (2000)'s paper, “Yes and No”, bilateralism has been a salient position in logic according to which it is possible to provide a thesis about meaning by means of acceptance and rejection. The key to this thesis relies on the idea that acceptance and rejection are two basic and irreducible attitudes towards a proposition. When facing an inference, some bilateralists (Restall, 2005; Ripley, 2015) would say that it is valid if and only if it is incoherent to accept all its premises and reject all its conclusions. As a corollary, it is possible to determine the meaning of logical constants in terms of the acceptance and rejection conditions of the sentences in which they are involved. Bilateralism is a type of logical inferentialism –the thesis that the meaning of logical constants is defined by its use– that has been very much discussed in the literature. If it is possible to offer a solid bilateral account, then bilateralisms would stand as a strong candidate for proof theorists that defend the idea that the meaning of logical constants is determined by their inferential roles. At the same time, there is a strong normativity contained in the way this bilateralist thesis is formulated. And that is an interesting feature of this proposal. It would be interesting to see how far this normative reading can take
us when an elucidation in terms of a model of everyday reasoning is done. And a reasonable place to start might be by appealing to some model of how people assign degrees of belief to the propositions they believe in.

As we will see later, there are two main variants of bilateralism. They both start from a proof theory in which acceptance and rejection are taken as primitives and the meaning of both constants and validity itself can be extracted from the system, once the rules for acceptance and rejection are settled. Unfortunately, because acceptance and rejection are taken as primitives, their precise meaning becomes slightly unclear. The literature mostly relies on our previous understanding of these concepts, which amounts to quite an obscure account. What does it exactly mean for an agent to be incoherent by accepting a bunch of premises and rejecting a bunch of conclusions? Does it mean that the agent is being irrational? Does it mean that the agent is obliged to revise her beliefs? Does this imply some penalty? Is this one of those Aquiles and the Tortoise cases (Carroll, 1895) in which logic comes and grabs you by the neck when you sustain an incoherent position?

This opacity brought several problems that have been looming around in the literature. A good example is the dispute on how to read the Cut rule (see Figure 1). On one side, Restall (2005) insists on a classical reading of Cut. This clashes with Ripley’s (2015) non-transitive reading of the rule. I think an elucidation of these concepts might help to solve this dispute among others.

A natural place to start might be aiming to answer the question, “when is it that an agent can accept (or reject) certain proposition according to how certain she is about the truth (or the falsity) of this proposition?” 1

Probabilism (Hájek, 2008) is a philosophical interpretation of rationality in terms of probabilities, which consists of the idea that it is possible to model degrees of belief as probability functions. The aim of my work then, is to interpret the main concepts of bilateralism,

---

1 Some readers might feel suspicious of this strategy. Mainly because the nature of acceptance and rejection is quite different from the nature of degrees of belief. These first two concepts are absolute, (whether you accept/reject or you don’t) while the second, as the name suggests, comes in degrees. But if we think of concrete contexts of reasoning, one might be dubious of what attitude we should take towards some propositions, and yet one might know how certain or uncertain one is. And one might ask, when is it that our degrees of belief are high enough to accept or reject that proposition? Locke’s thesis will be the one in charge of answering this question. Nevertheless, we are quite a few paragraphs away from Locke’s thesis.
acceptance, rejection and incoherence, in terms of the probabilistic notions of credence and coherence for a partial belief setting. And by doing so, provide a solid understanding of bilateralism that amounts to an argument in favor of this stance as a good contestant for a thesis about meaning.

In order to achieve this goal, we need both an interpretation of the concept of incoherence coined by the bilateralists as well as an interpretation of acceptance and rejection. I will show that the literature already gave a good interpretation of the notion of incoherence by means of a theorem due to Adams and the so-called constraining property. Then I will give an interpretation of acceptance and rejection in terms of degrees of belief. In particular, I will show that it is possible to interpret these concepts in accordance with Locke’s thesis. Locke’s thesis states that it is possible to find some threshold $r$, so that if you believe a proposition $\varphi$ in a degree equal or higher than $r$, then you accept $\varphi$. This thesis is important because it allows us to introduce probabilism into the acceptance and rejection game. After all, up to this point, there was no clear relation between our degrees of belief and what we accept and what we reject. Unfortunately, Locke’s thesis is usually haunted by epistemic paradoxes such as the preface paradox (Makinson, 1965) and the lottery paradox (Kyburg, 1961). I will show that it is possible to give an interpretation of acceptance and rejection that complies with Locke’s thesis and that does not fall into these paradoxes. I will do it by reinterpreting Leitgeb’s P-stability, a theory developed in Leitgeb (2014) that allows an agent to find one (or several) thresholds of acceptance for any valid inference. As a result of this work, we will be able to understand acceptance and rejection in terms of degrees of belief in a probabilistic fashion.

The structure of the article will be as follows: in the next section, I will introduce the necessary apparatus to understand and deal with these issues. In section 2, I will start by clarifying the bilateralist framework and I will briefly explain how to understand probabilities and the paradoxes that usually haunt probabilism. I will then briefly revisit the ways incoherence has been interpreted in the literature. I will focus on Adam’s and Field’s proposal and its limitations. Then in section 3 I will dig into the question of how to find a threshold for acceptance and rejection that avoids the epistemic paradoxes by means of the P-stability theory. Finally, in section 4 I will adapt the bilateralist framework in accordance with the apparatus introduced in the previous sections.
2. Preliminaries

In this section, I will introduce what bilateralism and probabilism are as well as some paradoxes relevant for this work.

2.1. Bilateralism

Bilateralism is a type of inferentialism that has been salient in the last few years (Rumfitt, 2000; Restall, 2005; Ripley, 2015). Inferentialism is a philosophical stance that understands the meaning of logical constants in terms of their inferential role (Dummett, 1991; Murzi & Steinberger, 2017). Bilateralism spells out the inferential role of logical constants in terms of their acceptance and rejection conditions and in doing so it opposes to unilateralism by stating that rejecting a statement cannot be defined in terms of accepting its negation. That means that given a proposition \( \varphi \), one can either accept it or reject it. Nevertheless, accepting \( \neg \varphi \) –and here is how it opposes unilateralism– is not necessarily the same as rejecting \( \varphi \), because there might be cases where one neither wants to accept \( \varphi \) nor reject \( \varphi \). Rejection, in this view, has its own force, different and irreducible to acceptance.

There are two main branches of bilateralism, the one that focuses on natural deduction calculi (Rumfitt, 2000; Smiley, 1996; Incurvati & Schlöder, 2017) and the one that focuses on sequent calculi (Restall, 2005; Ripley, 2015). They are both concerned with the meaning of logical constants in terms of their acceptance and rejection conditions and they both agree on the fact that both acceptance and rejection must be taken as primitives. The main difference is that while the first branch builds a whole new presentation of classical logic with these two concepts embedded in the proof theory, the second one takes a classic sequent calculus of a logic (or some proof-theoretic presentation with multiple conclusions) and proposes a new way of reading valid inferences. I will focus on this second branch of bilateralism, the one involving sequent calculi.

First, we should start by becoming familiar with the standard sequent calculus for Classical Propositional Logic (CPL) with its operational rules (the rules for logical connectives, where material

\[ 2 \text{ It is also usually acknowledged that acceptance and rejection have their speech act counterparts, assertion and denial, which are propositional attitudes. The literature about bilateralism avoids differentiating between acceptance and assertion, as well as denial and rejection. As far as my work is concerned, I will stick to acceptance and rejection to avoid confusion.} \]
conditional, \( \varphi \rightarrow \psi \), can be defined as \( \neg \varphi \lor \psi \) and its structural rules (the rules where no appeal to any logical connective in particular is made). Let \( \mathcal{L} \) be a propositional language with \( \{\neg, \lor, \land\} \) representing the usual negation, conjunction and disjunction. Lowercase Greek letters represent formulas of \( \mathcal{L} \) and capital Greek letters represent sets of formulas of \( \mathcal{L} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\varphi}{\varphi} & \quad \text{Id} \\
\frac{\Gamma \Rightarrow \Delta}{\Gamma, \varphi \Rightarrow \Delta} & \quad \text{L-Wk} \quad \frac{\Gamma \Rightarrow \Delta}{\Gamma \Rightarrow \varphi, \Delta} \quad \text{R-Wk} \\
\frac{\Gamma \Rightarrow \varphi, \Delta \quad \Gamma, \varphi \Rightarrow \Delta}{\Gamma \Rightarrow \Delta} & \quad \text{Cut} \\
\frac{\Gamma \Rightarrow \varphi, \Delta \quad \Gamma, \varphi \Rightarrow \Delta}{\Gamma, \neg \varphi \Rightarrow \Delta} \quad \frac{\Gamma \Rightarrow \neg \varphi \Delta}{\Gamma \Rightarrow \neg \varphi} & \quad \text{R-\neg} \\
\frac{\Gamma, \varphi(\psi) \Rightarrow \Delta}{\Gamma, \varphi \land \psi \Rightarrow \Delta} \quad \frac{\Gamma \Rightarrow \varphi, \Delta \quad \Gamma \Rightarrow \psi, \Delta}{\Gamma \Rightarrow \psi \land \psi, \Delta} & \quad \text{R-\land} \\
\frac{\Gamma \Rightarrow \varphi \Delta \quad \Gamma, \psi \Rightarrow \Delta}{\Gamma, \varphi \lor \psi \Rightarrow \Delta} \quad \frac{\Gamma \Rightarrow \varphi(\psi), \Delta}{\Gamma \Rightarrow \varphi \lor \psi, \Delta} & \quad \text{R-\lor}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 1

In order to understand this calculus in a bilateralist fashion we can start by reading David Ripley’s words:

What it is for a bunch of premises to entail a bunch of conclusions is that if you assert the premises and deny the conclusions, then you’re out of bounds. (Ripley, 2015, p. 28)

This is the main concept of this version of bilateralism. Now, let’s see how we can read this bilateralist slang in relation with concrete
inferences. A bilateralist wants us to read a sequent in light of which collection of formulas are incoherent to accept and reject. So, identity can be read as follows:

- **Id:** It is incoherent to accept \( \varphi \) and reject \( \varphi \).

Weakening can be read as follows:

- **L-Wk:** If we already are in an incoherent position by accepting all statements in \( \Gamma \) and rejecting all statements in \( \Delta \), then we will still be in an incoherent position if we also accept \( \varphi \).
- **R-Wk:** If we already are in an incoherent position by accepting all statements in \( \Gamma \) and rejecting all statements in \( \Delta \), then we will still be in an incoherent position if we also reject \( \varphi \).

On the other hand, the Cut rule can be read as follows:

- **Cut:** If accepting all statements in \( \Gamma \) and rejecting all statements in \( \Delta \) as well as rejecting \( \varphi \) is incoherent and accepting all statement in \( \Gamma \) and \( \varphi \) and rejecting all statements in \( \Delta \) is also incoherent, then the incoherence must rely on accepting all statements in \( \Gamma \) and rejecting all statements in \( \Delta \).

We might as well suppress the context in order to facilitate the reading and just focus on the main formulas. For conjunction, disjunction, and negation the rules should be understood in the following way:

- **L-\( \neg \):** If it is incoherent to reject \( \varphi \) then it is also incoherent to accept \( \neg \varphi \).
- **R-\( \neg \):** If it is incoherent to accept \( \varphi \) then it is also incoherent to reject \( \neg \varphi \).
- **L-\( \land \):** If it is incoherent to accept \( \varphi \) (or \( \psi \)), it is also incoherent to accept \( \varphi \land \psi \).
- **R-\( \land \):** If it is incoherent to reject \( \varphi \) and it is incoherent to reject \( \psi \), it is also incoherent to reject \( \varphi \land \psi \).
- **L-\( \lor \):** If it is incoherent to accept \( \varphi \) and it is also incoherent to accept \( \psi \), then it is also incoherent to accept \( \varphi \lor \psi \).
- **R-\( \lor \):** If it is incoherent to reject \( \varphi \) (or \( \psi \)), it is also incoherent to reject \( \varphi \lor \psi \).

As it is easy to see, the bilateralist reading is a normative stance.
Yet we can strengthen this normative reading by means of an elucidation of what it means to be incoherent (or to be out of bounds, as Ripley paraphrases it). As it was mentioned earlier, the literature leaves this to the reader’s imagination. Does being incoherent mean that the agent is being irrational? Is it somehow forbidden? Does it mean that the agent should revise her beliefs? And how do beliefs enter this picture?

What bilateralism is saying is that there is something wrong with the set of sentences that the agent accepts and the set of sentences the agent rejects. So, there is an agent and there is some mistake that must be avoided or corrected. To understand what this mistake amounts to, it might be useful to know when it is correct to accept or to reject a certain proposition and when it is not. Of course, there are several considerations involved in judging whether a speech act like that is correct or not. There might be pragmatic or semantic considerations, but if we focus only on logical considerations, there are two main aspects. On one hand, there’s entailment: we shouldn’t reject the conclusion of a valid argument if we are certain of its premises. On the other, is whether we are actually certain enough of the premises. Most of the time, certainty is not the place we are at when reasoning. And that is why I think probabilism might be helpful. Because, even if we are not completely certain of our premises, we might have some information on how uncertain we are about the sentences we are stating, which can easily be translated into degrees of belief.

In order to understand the elucidation of bilateralism I am proposing and to understand how to avoid the problems that might stand in the way, we will devote the next section to learn some probabilities. I will explain what probabilism is and what probabilities are. Then I will jump to some epistemic paradoxes that come together with probabilism.

2.2. Probabilism

Probabilism states that it is possible to model degrees of belief by means of probability functions. In order to understand it, I write down here the axioms of probability theory and some theorems that will be relevant for the discussion that will follow.  

---

3 Or that are simply inconceivable, maybe?
4 Here I will be talking of classical logic as well as classical probabilities. This is not to imply that the only way to set constraints on belief is classical probability. This is just a way to simplify the work for reasons of space and readability for unfamiliar readers. In fact, as Field (2015) remarks, it is possible to extend all these results to different non-classical probability theories.
This is a possible axiomatization of classic probability theory: 5

(Ax1) \( 0 \leq P(\varphi) \leq 1. \)
(Ax2) If \( \vdash \varphi \), then \( P(\varphi) = 1. \)
(Ax3) If \( \varphi \) and \( \psi \) are logically inconsistent, then \( P(\varphi \lor \psi) = P(\varphi) + P(\psi). \)

Some relevant theorems that might come in handy are:

(T1) \( P(\neg \varphi) = 1 - P(\varphi). \)
(T2) If \( \varphi \vdash \), then \( P(\varphi) = 0. \)
(T3) If \( \varphi \vdash \psi \) then \( P(\varphi) \leq P(\psi). \)
(T4) \( P(\varphi \lor \psi) = P(\varphi) + P(\psi) - P(\varphi \land \psi) \)

Finally, conditional probability: 6

(C) \( P(\varphi | \psi) = \frac{P(\varphi \land \psi)}{P(\psi)} \)

Our first axiom (Ax1) states that the range of probabilities is the unit, that is, the real numbers between 0 and 1. (Ax2) states that if a formula is a logical truth, its probability will always be 1. We have two pieces of information about disjunction. (Ax3) states that when two disjuncts are logically inconsistent (or mutually exclusive) the probability of the disjunction equals the sum of the probability of each disjunct. (T4) explains what happens when the disjuncts are not logically inconsistent. In particular, you can get the probability of the disjunction by taking the probability of the first disjunct happening plus the probability of the second disjunct happening minus the probability of both happening together (for the probability of both happening together is already contained in each probability). The probability of conjunction can be extracted by pure algebra from (T4) and conditional probability (C). Conditional probability is read as follows: the probability of \( \varphi \) given \( \psi \) can be calculated as the ratio of the probability of \( \varphi \) and \( \psi \) happening together and the probability of \( \psi \) happening. If you move the terms in the equation, you get that the probability of conjunction can be obtained by making the product of \( P(\varphi | \psi) \) and \( P(\varphi). \)

---

5 To learn more about probability logic see Hacking (2001).
6 It is important to notice that conditional probability is a theory of its own that can be added to this or any other equivalent axiomatization.
The probability of a negation in this classical frame is the only compositional probability and it is defined as in (T1). (T1) and (Ax2) entail (T2), which says that if a formula is a logical falsity, its probability will always be 0. Finally, (T3) states that when facing a valid inference with one premise and one conclusion, the probability of our conclusion must be equal to or greater than the probability of the premise.

A natural way to translate these axioms and theorems into an interpretation of how our beliefs should interact is as follows: we interpret our degrees of belief as real numbers between 0 and 1, where believing in degree 1 is having absolute certainty that some formula is true and believing in degree 0 is being absolutely certain that some formula is false, as in tautologies and contradictions. We usually do not believe things in an absolute way. For all those non-absolute cases, we ascribe our beliefs some higher or lower value between 1 or 0. Then we simply interpret our degrees of belief in any formula as respecting the probability axioms.

The axioms stated above entail certain other theorems about the relation between logic and probability. These theorems together with the probabilistic interpretation entail the following classic result stated in Adams (1996), which we will refer to as Adams’ theorem. Take D as a disbelief function defined as $D(\phi) = 1 - P(\phi)$, then:

If $\varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n \vdash \psi$, then $D(\psi) \leq D(\varphi_1) + \ldots + D(\varphi_n)$.

That is, our disbelief in the conclusion of a valid inference must be less or equal to the sum of the disbeliefs of its premises. Field (2015) generalizes this result to inferences with multiple conclusions:

If $\varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n \vdash \psi_1, \ldots, \psi_m$, then $1 \leq D(\varphi_1) + \ldots + D(\varphi_n) + P(\psi_1) + \ldots + P(\psi_m)$.

This means that if the inference $\varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n \vdash \psi_1, \ldots, \psi_m$ is valid, then the sum of one’s degree of disbelief in $\varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n$ plus the sum of one’s degree of belief in $\psi_1, \ldots, \psi_m$ has to be greater than or equal to 1.

These results can be understood as constraints on rationality. Every consistent assignment of probabilities for any valid inference is restricted by Adams’ theorem, which means that there are no consistent probability assignments where the number thrown by the disbelief function on $\psi$ (for the case of single conclusions) can be higher than the sum of the disbeliefs of the premises. Or as the multiple conclusions extension result shows, there is no consistent assignment of probabilities where the sum of the disbeliefs of the premises and the probabilities of
the conclusion can be smaller than 1. Dorothy Edgington (1997) calls this restriction the *constraining property*. This property can be of use for our quest, because if we are asking ourselves what it means exactly to be coherent, and we understand coherence as having beliefs that respect the probability axioms, then the set of sentences we accept will be coherent if and only if our degrees of belief in those sentences respect the constraining property. The constraining property will also give us information about invalid inferences. As Edgington puts it:

> [...] if an argument is invalid [...] then there is an assignment of probabilities, consistent with the laws of probability, which give its premises probability 1 and its conclusion probability 0. So it does not have the constraining property. [...] An argument has the constraining property if and only if it is valid. (Edgington, 1997, pp. 300-301)

If we follow Field’s proposal, then for every valid inference it will be incoherent to accept all its premises and reject all its conclusions when our degrees of belief are consistent with the probability axioms. Yet, it will be coherent to accept all the premises and reject all the conclusions of an invalid inference because that’s exactly what it means for an inference not to have the constraining property. Field is aiming at something different than we are. He is digging into what it means for two agents to differ on what is valid and how every agent determines what is valid and what is not (see Field, 2009, 2015). Yet, his project is related to ours because he chooses to address the problem by searching for some normative principle that restricts our credence when facing valid inferences. For that, he analyses two different scenarios: when talking about partial beliefs he uses Adams’ theorem to restrict our degrees of belief. When talking about full belief and full disbelief he proposes to adjust the bilateralist approach to this framework. Field says the following:

---

7 There is a wide and most interesting literature on why it is important to respect the constraining property. In particular, both the classic Dutch Book argument – Ramsey (1926/2016); De Finetti (1937)– and the Accuracy argument –Joyce (1998)– explain what happens if we have incoherent sets of beliefs.

8 The main idea of Field’s work is that, because it is possible to adapt probability theory to different logics, then Adams’ theorem can still run with different antecedents, (that is, for classical logic the antecedent will be “$\varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n \vdash_{\text{CL}} \psi_1, \ldots, \psi_m$”, while for a non-classical logic validity it will be “$\varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n \vdash_{\text{NC}} \psi_1, \ldots, \psi_m$” and so on) with some differences in the consequent.
The idea is that the sequent $A_1, \ldots, A_n \Rightarrow B_1, \ldots, B_m$ directs you not to fully believe all the $A_i$ while fully disbelieving all the $B_j$. (Field, 2015, p. 49)

So that:

To regard the sequent $A_1, \ldots, A_n \Rightarrow B_1, \ldots, B_m$ as valid is to accept the consequent of (the Adams’ thesis extended to multiple conclusions) as a constraint on degrees of belief. (Field, 2015, p. 49) [italics are mine].

Field immediately points out the following:

Restall doesn’t explicitly say ‘fully’, but I take it that that’s what he means: otherwise the classically valid sequent $A_1, \ldots, A_n \Rightarrow A_1 \land \ldots \land A_n$ would be unacceptable in light of the paradox of the preface. (Field, 2015, p. 49)

We could end our quest here and just conform with these two separate frameworks to understand constraints on validity. But we might want to know as well, when the degree of belief in $\varphi$ is high enough so as to start acting as if we believed $\varphi$ in degree 1. That is, when it is rational to have a full belief in $\varphi$, and then accept $\varphi$. And someone might ask why this bridge between partial and full belief is important when talking about validity, for we know that this bridge is, at least at a first strike, bound to fail because of epistemic paradoxes. Well, here I think the way Adams opens his book, A Primer on Probability Logic (1991), might be of use to motivate what is left of the quest. He says:

It is often said that deductive logic is concerned with what can be deduced with logical, mathematical certainty, while if probability has a part in logic at all, it falls into the province of Inductive Logic. This has some validity, but it also overlooks something important. That is that deductive logic is usually supposed to apply to reasoning or arguments whose premises aren’t perfectly certain, and whose conclusions can’t be perfectly certain because of this. (Adams, 1996, p. 1)

So, it would be good to be able to set a bridge between partial and full belief and these two different constraints on validity in order to be able to say something about these contexts in which we are not perfectly certain about our premises. I think this quest is well-motivated when we are asking about bilateralist statements, because, as we saw earlier,
these statements have a great normative force in them, and the main use of normative statements is in real contexts of reasoning, which are the contexts where agents tend to be uncertain of the premises they are using. At the same time, if we can actually state when it is, according to our degrees of belief, that we can accept or reject a premise or a conclusion without being incoherent, then the elucidation we were looking for will be in our hands. We can already understand bilateralism in an abstract way. But by elucidating the concepts of acceptance, rejection, and incoherence in terms of degrees of belief, we might be able to actually use bilateralist statements in concrete contexts of reasoning. Let’s not forget that bilateralism states that we get to learn the meaning of our logical constants in usage. If we can actually instantiate bilateralist statements in concrete contexts, then the idea that we learn how to use logical connectives because we get to understand when it is out of bounds to accept them or to reject them takes an interesting new dimension.

The problem, as we said before, is that it is not that obvious how to settle this bridge. A natural first take might be by means of the Locke thesis, the one that states that there is some $r$ for all $\varphi$, such that if $P(\varphi) \geq r$ then we can accept $\varphi$. The problem is that under a few minimal amount of natural assumptions, Locke’s thesis is haunted by epistemic paradoxes.

This is the point where trouble arises for our investigation. Mainly because as Field explains in the quote above, epistemic paradoxes seem to indicate a dead end. Either we take acceptance as full belief and rejection as full disbelief, or we simply forget about the probabilistic interpretation of bilateralism and we just stick to plain probabilism. I will show that we can fully merge these two philosophical proposals without getting to this dead end.

2.3. The paradoxes

As it was explained above, it is not easy to make probabilism compatible with a consistent probabilistic reading of acceptance and rejection. Mainly because under certain minimal conditions, some paradoxes arise. In this section, I will explain why it is not that easy to fix a threshold for acceptance if we understand our certainty or uncertainty in a probabilistic fashion.

The Lottery paradox (Kyburg, 1961) is settled in a lottery scenario (as expected) where one is willing to accept that for any given concrete ticket, that ticket will lose, but one is also aware that some ticket will win, or which is the same, one is willing to reject that every ticket will
be a losing one. If we think of it as an inference, one is willing to accept every premise that states that each ticket will lose, but one is unwilling to accept the conjunction of every premise as the conclusion.

What the lottery paradox comes to show us is that we cannot hold these three principles about rationality altogether:

(P1) Rational acceptance is closed under logical consequence.
(P2) Degrees of belief must respect the probability axioms.
(P3) Locke’s thesis: There is a threshold $1 > r > 0.5$ for every proposition $\varphi$, such that you should believe $\varphi$ if and only if $P(\varphi) \geq r$.

Locke’s thesis tries to capture the reasonable idea that, for example, if we believe that $P(\varphi) = 0.99$, we would like to accept $\varphi$ in any scenario. Unfortunately, the lottery paradox shows us that this is not that simple. In particular, let’s imagine a scenario where we have 100 tickets, we believe that each ticket has a probability of winning of 0.01, which is equivalent to saying that the probability of each ticket of losing is 0.99. Nevertheless, even though we have good reasons to accept every sentence of the form “The ticket $n$ will lose”, we also know that some ticket will win (because that is how the lottery works), so we cannot accept the conjunction of every statement, namely every ticket will lose. Thus, we cannot close our beliefs under conjunction introduction. To see it in a more graphic way, even if our degree of belief in every premise is extremely high, we are unwilling to accept the conclusion of this argument that only uses conjunction introduction:

There are only 100 tickets
\begin{align*}
\text{Ticket 1 will lose} \\
\text{Ticket 2 will lose} \\
\vdots \\
\text{Ticket 100 will lose} \\
\text{Therefore, every ticket will lose.}
\end{align*}

That is the lottery paradox, we cannot have (P1), (P2) and (P3) together.

---

9 The reason the probability of the proposition “The nth ticket will win” is 0.01 is that we have 100 tickets with equal probability of winning (at least if we are assuming it’s a fair lottery), so the probability of the ticket $n$, is 1 in 100, that is 1/100.

10 I add this premise to make it a valid inference.
On the other hand, the preface paradox (Makinson, 1965) is described in the context of a book, where the scholar who wrote it is willing to accept any of its sentences but is also willing to accept there might be some mistake. Again, she is willing to accept each statement, but not all of them together. Just to be clear, the work I am constantly quoting (Field, 2015) talks about the preface paradox but I will focus on the lottery paradox instead, and I will explain why. The preface paradox falls under the same family as the lottery paradox. These paradoxes happen to be a problem for our approach because when trying to develop an apparatus for partial belief, we keep on finding sets of inconsistent beliefs that we wish would be consistent. Each paradox seemingly happens because one is willing to accept the truth of every statement of a given set but wouldn’t want to accept the conjunction of all of them, or similarly, one is willing to accept that the set of statements is false. Field chooses to talk about the preface paradox. I choose to talk about the lottery paradox. Even if they are not essentially the same phenomenon, I don’t think that the ways in which they differ will matter in what follows, and the lottery paradox is presented in an easier way to work with. That is, it is easier to think of degrees of belief when we know that there are 100 tickets than when we are talking about a book, where one doesn’t necessarily accept each sentence by itself, but might accept statements made of several sentences, and where the degrees of belief in each statement might vary or be codependent.

In the next section, I will provide a survey on different possible thresholds that will fail to work, and then explain how to settle a contextual threshold for acceptance.

3. A Probabilistic Interpretation of Bilateralism

We already have an interpretation of the bilateralist concept of incoherence. In this section, I will give an interpretation of acceptance and rejection in terms of degrees of belief and I will show that it is possible to interpret these concepts in accordance with Locke’s thesis without falling into epistemic paradoxes by means of the P-stability theory.

3.1. The thresholds that won’t work

When it comes to finding a threshold for acceptance and rejection, some of the most obvious proposals fail to solve the problem. The first proposal would come to be the full belief/full disbelief one, where \( r = 1 \). Believing in degree 1 for acceptance and believing in degree 0 for
rejection. Then what bilateralism would tell us is that when facing a valid inference, it is incoherent to believe in degree 1 all the premises and believe in degree 0 all the conclusions. That makes sense. Yet, it sounds quite weak for our quest. One of the main motivations of this work, as well as Adams’ and Field’s, was expanding the span of logic for everyday reasoning scenarios in which we don’t necessarily have certainties about our premises. If we accept 1 and 0 as our thresholds, then we end up with a really strong norm for acceptance and rejection that takes us far from our goal of trying to guide us in an actual context of everyday reasoning, because as we said on many occasions, we don’t usually have absolute certainty in the propositions with which we reason.

Maybe, we could try setting our threshold as high as we can imagine without getting to 1 and 0.\textsuperscript{11} Then, $r = 0.99$ should be a natural candidate. But as we have seen, the lottery paradox immediately discards 0.99 candidates. Naturally, we could set our threshold to $r = 0.999$ and avoid this lottery scenario. Yet again an extra-large lottery will arise, this time with 1000 tickets, and so on. So, $r =$ “extremely high but not exactly 1” as a threshold is also ruled out. What should we do then? Is there any other option to consider?

The problems will arise no matter the threshold we choose. For extremely high cases, the lottery paradox will be the witness of our failure. Even if we want to try some critically low threshold, problems will still emerge. For example, another natural candidate would be to define our threshold as asserting $\varphi$ when $r > 0.5$. That is, the lowest threshold possible, yet higher than being indifferent about our propositions.\textsuperscript{12} At first glance, we can see why this fails. Take any two probabilistically independent formulas $\varphi$ and $\psi$ and take that $P(\varphi) = P(\psi) = 0.51$. Then, $P(\varphi \land \psi) = 0.2601$. That means that it is coherent to accept all the premises of our valid inference (conjunction introduction) yet reject its conclusion, for the degree of belief in our premises is higher than 0.5 and our degree of belief in our conclusion smaller. So, 0.5 is also ruled out.

These failed attempts leave us with some understanding of why Field might have given up on the project of finding a threshold for acceptance and rejection in the context of degrees of belief. But I think it is possible to find a different answer. If there cannot be an absolute threshold that works for every argument, then we might find a contextual threshold for each valid inference. In the next section, I will

\textsuperscript{11} Of course, this number doesn’t actually exist.

\textsuperscript{12} Remember that 0.5 is usually interpreted as indifference.
present the tools needed to mend this failure scenario in which it seems impossible to define a threshold for acceptance and rejection.

3.2. The threshold that will work: a contextualist solution

I will show how to solve the lottery paradox within a contextualist framework, which amounts to a reinterpretation of Locke’s thesis so that it doesn’t fall prey of the lottery paradox.

Contextualism here can be simply understood as the statement that we won’t be looking for a universal threshold for acceptance or rejection, but instead, we can look for a threshold for acceptance or rejection in the context of each argument depending on which are our degrees of belief in the involved propositions. That is, the threshold for acceptance might vary between an argument with two premises (take $p_1, p_2 \vdash p_1 \land p_2$) and an argument with a thousand (take $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_{1000} \vdash p_1 \land p_2 \land \ldots \land p_{1000}$), even if the argument with a thousand premises contains the two premises of the first argument, as well as it might vary depending on our degrees of belief on the premises and conclusions.

Take $P$ to be the classic probability function that we already know, $\text{Bel}$ to be a full belief function that commands us to believe a sentence $\varphi$ (or for our purposes to accept $\varphi$), and $r$ to be the number between 0 and 1 that will become our threshold. On Leitgeb (2014)’s proposal for solving the lottery paradox, he states the following:

 [...] we need to distinguish a claim of the form ‘there is an $r < 1 \ldots$ for all $P \ldots$’ from one of the form ‘for all $P \ldots$ there is an $r < 1 \ldots$’. As we are going to see, the difference is crucial: while it is not the case that there is an $r < 1$; such that for all $P$ (on a finite space of worlds) [...] there is an $r < 1$ such that the same conditions are jointly the case. (Leitgeb, 2014, pp. 133-134)

Even if it’s true that there is no threshold $r$ that can satisfy the logical closure of $\text{Bel}$ (P1), the probability axioms (P2), and Locke’s

---

13 As an anonymous referee kindly points out, whatever we do, it must be done in a principled way, otherwise we could end up accepting things that we barely believe. There must be some conception that explains in every case why it is rational to accept or to reject some set of premises, in order to avoid an ad hoc solution. I think that p-stability will work as a reasonable proposal given the desideratum we are considering. Of course, there might be others.

14 Full belief can be understood as outright belief or acting as if you believed in degree 1.
thesis (P3), it is also true that by modifying Locke’s thesis a little bit, we can find some threshold $r$ for every valid inference that satisfies (P1) and (P2). The trick is to change the scope of the quantifier in Locke’s thesis. Now we won’t ask for one threshold $r$ for every valid inference, but for every valid inference one threshold $r$. As we said, we turn to a contextual threshold. If we think about it, contextualism here seems pretty justified, for we cannot be as certain about the conclusion of some inference in which we have little uncertainty about two of its premises, compared to our uncertainty about the conclusion of an inference where we have little uncertainty about a thousand of its premises. To paraphrase Edgington (1997), accumulating uncertainties makes the conclusion inherit all the uncertainty of each premise.

So, how do we set this contextual threshold? For that we will use conditional probability. We will say a proposition $\phi$ is P-stable if and only if learning any other proposition $\psi$ compatible with $\phi$, does not lower the agent’s credence in $\phi$ to a degree less than 0.5, that is, $P(\phi \mid \psi) > 0.5$.

Now, imagine a truth table, where each line of the truth table is a possible world. We can name each line $n$ with $w_n$. Then, if we have two propositions expressed by the sentences $\phi$ and $\psi$, we get to have a line $w_1$, which would come to be a world in which the sentences $\phi$ and $\psi$ are true, another world, $w_2$, in which $\phi$ is true and $\psi$ is false, and so on. Now imagine you have all the possible worlds given by the set of all the propositions you are opinionated in (this is a huge truth-table, we will stick to two propositions for simplicity). By using the power set operation, you can construct a set of all subsets of possible worlds, you don’t need all of them, but you might want to have some different subsets. For example, you might want to express your degree of belief in the sentence that states that either $w_1$ or $w_2$ is true. That is one set that contains two possible worlds. You might want to express your degree of belief in the sentence that either $w_1$ or $w_2$ or $w_3$ is true and so on. That set of subsets of worlds is called a sample space of worlds. Then, over that sample space, you might want to define the strongest sentence you believe, that is the sentence that excludes the greatest number of disjunctions of lines of your truth-table. That sentence will be called $\phi_w$.

With all this in mind, we can define P-stability in a more formal way:

**Definition 1.** Let $P$ be a probability measure on a sample space of words $W$, and $\phi \subseteq W$: For all $\phi$, $\phi$ is P-stable if and only if for all $\psi \subseteq W$, such that $\phi$ and $\psi$ are not incompatible and $P(\psi) > 0$, then $P(\phi \mid \psi) > 0.5$.

---

15 I will follow Staffel’s (2016) presentation for simplicity.
Then, Bel satisfies (P1), P satisfies (P2) and both Bel and P satisfy this contextual version of Locke’s thesis: for all \( \varphi \), Bel(\( \varphi \)) if and only if \( P(\varphi) \geq P(B_w) > 0.5 \) (Leitgeb, 2014). This way, what we get is at least one possible threshold for every consistent probability distribution. Let’s consider an example. Take a distribution with two formulas \( \varphi \) and \( \psi \) and a probability measure like this:

| \( w_i \) | \( \varphi \land \psi \) | 0.4 |
| \( w_2 \) | \( \varphi \land \neg \psi \) | 0.3 |
| \( w_3 \) | \( \neg \varphi \land \psi \) | 0.2 |
| \( w_4 \) | \( \neg \varphi \land \neg \psi \) | 0.1 |

A way to calculate the threshold is the following: we can start by ordering our probability measures top to bottom from the higher probability to the lowest, as they stand on the table above. Then if \( P(\varphi \land \psi) > P(\varphi \land \neg \psi) + P(\neg \varphi \land \psi) + P(\neg \varphi \land \neg \psi) \), then \( \{w_1\} \) is the first and strongest P-stable set of propositions. We can see in this example that this is not the case, so we should move to the next: if \( P(\varphi \land \neg \psi) > P(\neg \varphi \land \psi) + P(\neg \varphi \land \neg \psi) \), then \( \{w_1, w_2\} \) is the strongest set, but again, it’s not the case. The case is that \( P(\neg \varphi \land \psi) > P(\neg \varphi \land \neg \psi) \), so our strongest set of propositions is the one containing \( \{w_1, w_2, w_3\} \), which sets the threshold at \( r = 0.9 \) (the sum of the probabilities of each \( w_i \) in our set).

In this sense, Leitgeb’s P-stability theory mends the Lottery problem, because the Lottery scenario is one in which we don’t have P-stable beliefs. Because even if we learn that every ticket except tickets 1 and 2 will lose, our belief in the proposition “The ticket 1 will win” will still be 0.5. That is, the only P-stable proposition is the disjunction that states that some ticket among the one hundred tickets will win, and the probability of that statement must be 1. This means that the only degree of belief that would be coherent to have in order to accept a proposition of our lottery scenario is 1. Hence, we shouldn’t accept any proposition of our lottery if we believe it in a degree lower than 1.

Leitgeb sets a contextual threshold for partial belief that allows us to avoid the lottery paradox. My proposal is to import this theory into the bilateralist framework in order to understand acceptance where Leitgeb understands outright belief. This is quite a subtle move. It’s just adding something else to bilateralism.
4. Acceptance and Rejection

We can take P-stability as our rod for assertion. When Leitgeb states that if a proposition is P-stable then we can believe it, we will read it as saying that if a proposition is P-stable, we can accept it. This first bit is pretty straightforward. But, what about rejection? I think there are two options to consider. Both are plausible. The first way to address rejection is simply by stating that for every proposition believed in a degree lower than the one set for acceptance, we should reject it. That is, if we settle a threshold for acceptance as follows: if \( P(\phi) \geq r \), then \( \text{Bel}(\phi) \), then we should define our rejection function \( \text{Dis} \) as follows: if \( P(\phi) < r \), then \( \text{Dis}(\phi) \). But in most of the cases this proposal seems quite odd, for nobody would find it intuitive to reject a proposition with, for example 0.899 probability just because we defined our threshold at 0.9 (because 0.899 is still really high).

Of course, there are cases in which this might be the right way to settle the threshold. There are certain contexts in which the only options we have are either to accept or to reject a proposition. A good example a referee points out is a case where a construction engineer must decide if some structure is safe or not in order to start the construction. Suppose the threshold for accepting the proposition “the structure is safe enough to be constructed” is 0.9. If the engineer is less than 0.9 sure about it, say 0.88 sure that the bridge is safe, the reasonable thing to do is to reject the proposition “the structure is safe enough to be constructed”. When the only two reasonable options to take are acceptance and rejection, as in this example, then it seems reasonable to settle the threshold for rejection as anything smaller than \( r \). Yet, in most cases of everyday reasoning, we also face the option of suspending judgment over a proposition. If we are not too certain to accept \( \phi \), nor too certain to reject it, the reasonable thing to do is to suspend judgment over \( \phi \). For those cases, this proposal seems a bit constrained. For there is no room for suspension of judgment.

I think a better way to determine the threshold for rejection in the bilateralist spirit is to settle it as \( 1-r \). This way, rejecting a proposition \( \phi \) can be understood as something different from accepting \( \neg \phi \). That is, we will accept \( \neg \phi \) whenever our degree of belief on \( \neg \phi \) is equal or higher than \( r \) and we will reject \( \phi \) whenever our degree of belief \( \phi \) is lower than \( I-r \). And what I think is the most important feature, depending on the probability theory one is using and how negation is defined, rejection might collapse with negation or not.\(^{16}\)

\(^{16}\) In the classical probability theory, our threshold for rejecting a proposition \( \phi \) will...
This way, the bilateralist claim would be as follows:

An inference is valid if and only if:

- Our probability assignments respect the constraining property, and
- Given a probability distribution and a threshold $r$ settled by the least P-stable proposition, we will be incoherent if and only if we believe the premises of our valid inference in a degree higher than $r$ and believe each conclusion in a degree lower than $1-r$.

In a more formal way:

- An inference $\Gamma \vdash \Delta$ is valid if and only if it is incoherent to accept all the premises $\gamma \in \Gamma$ when $P(\gamma) \geq r$ and reject every $\delta \in \Delta$ when $P(\delta) < 1 - r$, where $r$ is settled by the degree of belief in the least P-stable proposition.

An interesting feature of this proposal is that it implies that in certain contexts there will be sentences that are neither incoherent to accept nor to reject. Take a threshold for acceptance $r = 0.8$, then the threshold for rejection would be $r = 0.2$. Now imagine a proposition $\varphi$ you believe in degree 0.5. Then, you won’t be incoherent if you don’t accept $\varphi$ and you don’t reject it. After all your degree of belief in $\varphi$ is not high enough to accept it, and it is not low enough to reject it.

Take a 100 tickets lottery. It is rational to believe in degree 0.99 each statement “Ticket $i$ will lose” (where $i \in \{1,\ldots,100\}$) and in degree 0 that all the tickets will lose. Yet, as we have seen before, because lotteries are not p-stable set of sentences, the only degree of belief for which it is rational to accept “Ticket $i$ will lose” is 1, and the only degree of belief for which it is rational to reject “Every ticket will lose” be the same as the threshold for accepting $\neg \varphi$. Yet, if we define negation in a different way (as other probability theories manage to do, like paracomplete or paraconsistent theories (see, Williams, 2012, 2016 or Paris 2001) then they won’t collapse. For example, you might define a probability theory over a paracomplete logic, say SK, in which the probability of a sentence such as $\varphi \lor \neg \varphi$ might be equal or less than 1. That is because negation is not defined as $P(\neg \varphi) = 1 - P(\varphi)$, as in the classical cases. A dual case happens for a probability theory built over a paraconsistent logic, such as LP.

17 And that happens because the only possible threshold for lottery-like scenarios is 1, because no proposition on the lottery is P-stable. For the only P-stable proposition is the disjunction of every proposition, and the probability of the disjunction of every possible state of the world is always 1.
is 0. So it is coherent not to accept the statement that says “Ticket $i$ will lose”, and at the same time it is incoherent to reject it (for we believe it in degree 0.99). This is a good explanation of what happens with a valid argument such as $P1$: Ticket 1 will lose, $\ldots$, $P100$: Ticket 100 will lose, therefore $C$: Ticket 1, 2, $\ldots$, and 100 will lose.$^{18}$ In the bilateralist slang we will say it is incoherent to accept all the premises and reject all the conclusions. At the same time, we know we are not entitled to accept the premises of this valid argument, which is good, because in this way we are not being incoherent. But also, we are not entitled to reject a premise that we believe in degree 0.99, which is also good, because 0.99 is a really high degree of belief.

In this way, for every valid inference there will be certain probability assignments consistent with probability theory for which our degrees of belief in the premises are high enough and our degree of belief in the conclusions are low enough so that accepting all the premises while rejecting all the conclusions is incoherent. This criterion applies to every valid inference. If the premises of a valid argument are $P$-stable, then there will be some $0.5 > r \geq 1$ to settle a threshold for that particular inference. If they aren’t $P$-stable, as in the lottery paradox, the only possible threshold will be 1 and 0 for acceptance and rejection respectively.

5. Final Remarks

I have shown that it is possible to understand acceptance and rejection in terms of partial belief without falling into the lottery paradox. The main goal was to give a clear understanding of the bilateralist’s primitives in probabilistic terms. In order to do so, we first started by searching the literature for the way incoherence was interpreted by means of Adams’ theorem as well as acceptance was interpreted as belief, and rejection as disbelief. Then, to set a clear threshold in a partial belief framework, I used Locke’s thesis mediated by the $P$-stability theory and redefined it, so that it fit the bilateralist approach. That is, I took the threshold $r$ for acceptance given by the least $P$-stable proposition and proposed a threshold of $1-r$ for rejection. This way I tried to capture the bilateralist spirit where accepting $\neg \varphi$ is not equivalent to rejecting $\varphi$, because, if it were the case where we are working with non-classical logics, and we were to define a non-classical

$^{18}$ There is the enthymematic premise that states that there are only 100 tickets in this lottery.
negation, then there might be a spectrum of real numbers between $r$ and $1-r$ where it is coherent to neither accept $\varphi$ nor reject $\varphi$. Also, depending on how we define our probabilities for negation, the rejection of a negated proposition might or might not clash with the acceptance of the proposition being negated.

By these means, we can have a consistent and clear definition to understand the concepts of acceptance, rejection and incoherence used in the bilateralist jargon. This also allows us to extend and merge both parts of Field’s proposal, the one with partial belief and the bilateralist interpretation in terms of full beliefs. In this sense, I put some P-stability to Field’s proposal and added some bilateralism to Leitgeb’s theory.

Achieving this goal makes it possible to build a bridge between logic and everyday reasoning. In particular, when facing the question about how normative logic for reasoning is, this approach might help us find an answer. We know that when an inference is valid, there are certain sets of probability assignments that are incoherent to have altogether, and that for every valid inference there is at least one threshold $r$ and one threshold $1-r$ that will tell us that it is incoherent to believe all our premises in a degree equal or higher than $r$ and our conclusions in a degree lower than $1-r$, it will also tell us that it is incoherent to accept all the premises and reject all the conclusions given these already incoherent sets of probability assignments. This way, we can merge our knowledge about logical validities with our everyday reasoning where we are often uncertain about the truth of our premises. By looking to the bilateralist approach, now that we have this philosophical interpretation, we can assert some normative claims about how we should reason.

A philosophical understanding of the main bilateralist concepts was in need. We have a proposal on how to understand them. It first, allow us to use this normative reading of valid inferences in everyday reasoning. Now we can take our uncertain propositions and decide whether it is rational to accept all the premises and reject the conclusion depending on the argument and our degrees of belief in them. At the same time, this is an open door to solve the problem stated in section 1, about the different ways in which Restall (2005) and Ripley (2015) interpret the Cut rule (a classical reading versus a non-transitive reading, respectively). I think my proposal can solve this problem, but there is some interesting work left to do. First, we need to choose several probability theories (not just the classical one) and adapt Adams’ theorem in order to see the constraining properties that each theory imposes to probability assignments, and then we should compare
readings of the Cut rule theory by theory. I have my guesses, yet the problem, for now, is left unsolved.
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